The Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies (SALISES), fosters an interactive environment that promotes high quality graduate teaching in the areas of Economic Development Policy, Governance and Public Policy, Social Policy and Development Studies.

It is a leader in empirical data collection and research with reference to small developing countries and the core of The University of the West Indies’ (UWI) School of Graduate Studies and Research.
Create solutions that advance the cause of developing societies

MSc Degree

Development Studies

The MSc in Development Studies degree programme is aimed at producing leaders with skills in development policy, research and critical thinking.

Duration
1 year + 1 summer full time or 2 years part time

Read More
MPhil/PhD Degree

Governance and Public Policy
Social Policy
Economic Development Policy

The MPhil and PhD degree programmes are research oriented and require the candidate to demonstrate competence in the use of appropriate research methods and techniques, to analyze critically and evaluate independently, relevant literature and related material; towards making a significant contribution to knowledge of the chosen subject. Read More
"... the time I spent at SALISES allowed me to reorder my thinking. The Institute and its lecturers have given me one of the greatest gifts, a reliable compass with which to navigate the Jamaican public policy terrain."

Rick Harris,
Director, Policy Development - Industry Division, Ministry of Industry, Mining and Commerce and former SALISES student

For more information visit http://www.uwi.edu/salises

Follow us on #SALISESMona